Wolfhound Photo Rally 2022 : Locations
Name and Co-ordinates
No 1. Moross
55.195811, -7.715453

No 2. Raphoe
54.872723, -7.598062

No 3. CastleCaulfield
54.505972, -6.834775

No 4. Jordans

54.259251, -5.606163

No 5. Roodstown
53.872050, -6.486783

No 6. Rathcline
53.651261, -8.000038

No 7. Moygara
53.972240,-8.474432

No 8. Deel
54.108496, -9.253473
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Wolfhound Photo Rally 2022 : Locations
Name and Co-ordinates
No 9. Annaghkeen
53.446765, -9.196437

No 10. Boston
53.030262, -8.923993

No 11. Garrykennedy
52.904913, -8.345861

No 12. Leighlinbridge
52.736219, -6.977640

No 13. Slade
52.134097, -6.910833

No 14. Carrigafoyle
52.569813, -9.495005

No 15. Donovan
51.692371, -9.282352
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2022 Photo Rally Notes

It is recommended that you print this sheet and take it with you on your ride. It helps to remove any doubt as
to what you are meant to be photographing. Your Motorcycle should always be included in the photo. Every
year, we receive photos taken at the correct location but of the wrong “thing”. Bringing a copy of this sheet
with you, removes all doubt about the photograph subject.
Please make our job easier by ONLY uploading a SINGLE photo of your visit. Uploading multiple shots of
the same location makes it difficult for the back room staff as they have to look through multiple duplicate
photos in the album to perform a count. Also, ESPECIALLY THIS YEAR, please include as much of the
castle as possible in your photo upload. Take an arty “subject reflected in my mirror” photo if you want,
but keep it for yourself. It is difficult for us to distinguish individual castles if you upload a photo of your
bike and a section of wall!
Whilst we have taken as much care as possible with the location data, whilst we check and double check,
mistakes do sometimes occur in the transition from documents to maps to websites etc. Any mistakes in the
data will come to light early in the rally. Always keep an eye on the Website and Facebook for any location
corrections.
Remember, there is no competitive element at all to this event. If you want to ride to all the locations as soon
as possible or in one big ride, fine. If you want to take the entire allotted timeframe in multiple days out,
that’s ok too. During your ride, you will possibly encounter many roads you have not ridden on before and
are therefore unfamiliar with. That’s all part of the fun. But remember, Ride safe, Ride sensibly and enjoy
yourself!

